
Name:
Period:

. 2 lines intersect at a point

2. 2 planes intersect at a l/ne

3. A plane and a line intersect at a —p-un—— or a

For #4-8 use the figure to the right.

4. Name the intersection on line a and line c. p D in + P

5. Name line b another wa

SX/ X T/ SR/XS/TX/TS
6. Name a point not on lines a, b, or c.

7. Name plane R another way. ? lane, p O W // PI 
Plano SXTU/ Plane, W QPS.

8. Name three collinear points.

r #9-18 use the image to the right.

9. Name the intersection of plane HEF and plane GCB.

1(). Name the intersection of plane HDA and ED.

11. Name the intersection of FN and GC. N

12. Name the intersection of plane EFC and plane ABC. c

13. Name plane DAF another way. ? I ane DA F

Date:

nevöew

line

xp
b

T/ P lane, P QST/

c

M B

14. Are the points A, B, and G coplanar?

15. Are the points D, H, F, and B coplanar?

16. Are the points H, G, F, and B coplanar? NO

O
Are the points F, and D collinear?

18. Are the points A, M, and C collinear? N O



Draw a figure based if the given description.

19. AB and CD intersect at 20. Plane X intersected by JR
F in plane E. at point Z.

c.

Find the value of the variable and XP, if X is between P, and Q.

21. Line Q contains points V,

R, and M.

22. XQ = 13,XP = 5x - 3, and PQ = 40. 23. XQ = 3k,XP = 7k - 2, and PQ = 6k 16.
5Y-3 13

x (3 x

Find the distance between each pair of points.

24. B (7,13) 25. P(2, -1), Q(10, -7)

10

Find the coordinates of the midpoint of a segment with the given endpoints.

26. 27. C(32, 2)

(7,10)
(Ito, - (o.s)



Find the coordinates of the missing endpoint if M is the midpoint of XY.

28. x(-ll, -6), 29.

29. Carol and Marita are hiking in a state park and decide to take separate trails. The map of the park is set up

on a coordinate grid. Carol's location is at the point q, 13) and Marita is at (3,50
Ya

a.) Find the distance between them.

For #30-36 use the figure to the right.

30. Name the vertex of L7. G

. Name the vertex of L9.

32. Write another name for L4. CDC/ 

33. Write another name for LBCD. DC 

b.) Find the coordinates of the point midway between them.

d CDJ/

Z BCE

(sq)

54

c
1 3

2

9
7 H

8

34. Name the sides of L 2. C G / C H

35. Name the sides of L 3. C 
? H

36. Nameapairofoppositerays. pce / CD/ GD G'/

For #37-40 use the figure to the right.

37. Name an angle supplementary to LTVY.

z TvR/ z yvw
38. Name a pair of vertical angles with vertex W.

zQWP ZVWX / ZQWVFCPWX x
39. Name an angle adjacent to ÉQV-R-.

zwvx/zwVY/zRVs/zRv-r
IfmLSXW = 5x — 16, find the value of x so that SX L WY.



Find the value of x and each angle.

41.

43.

(lox - 15)'

slverhcal
* com p lenenfary

42.

(lox + 7)'
(4X + 25)0

44. Solve for x and y. p

*linear pair
2x0

-23

For #45-46 use the figure to the right.

45. XB bisects LAXC. mzAXC = 8x — 7 and mLAXB = 3x + 10, find mLAXC.

101 <ZAXC
3

x

46. mLCXD = 4x + 6, mLDXE = 3x + 1, and mzCXE = 8x - 2, find mLDXE.

47. Find the length of the fish.

cm I 2 3 4 s 6

S ncm

Use the number line to find the length of each segment.

48. KP

49. NL
7 2 3 456


